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m production, breeding and management techniques have resulted in scale

s and have enabled considerable increases in producti

The objective of this contribution is to measure farms

and to estimate the level of impact that individual components

efficiency, scale efficiency and technical change (technical progres

the productivitY growth.
recent decades has added another

emergence of snvronmental regulation during

, which involve s a revised measure of productivity growth

with environmental externalities. Thus, this work moves

on productivitY growth analysis by considering impacts on both the bad outPuts

surplus) and good outPuts marketable outPuts) This issue can be considered within

996 to 2001.
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,outputs is appiied to the farm'

Material and Methods
Data for conducting the research are drawn from the Farm Accountancy Data Network

(FADN) data set. The sample consists offur*s with a pig farming activity frôm 1996 to 2001' I

Tliere are betwee t3g3and 406 farms each year'

To implement the Malmquist-Luenberger index, we use aDataEnvelopment Analysis based R

on nonti.. modelling approach. This Àethodology has several nice features' It requires only A

information on *prrf,unâ output quantities, whiàh makes it suitable in the presence of non-

*:**lnsi:u:**1ru#:,ïffifr::ffiffH:îi:"KËiiË:3:""ï,'fiï,':i: E

bad output (manure surplus) and four-inputs (land, livestocf, hbour anJvariable input$, S

indexes were carculated via linear p-g"-*i"g methods 
'for 

efficiency, technicai and R

productivity change across the time periods'

The ML index .ao be decomposed into two components, one accounting for efficiency 
R

change and one measuring tecùical change where the former, is understood aS' how far an 
Ê

observation is from the tefhnology frontiei and the latter, is understood as, to be shifts in the

rechnology frontier (Grosskopf, 1993). Following Fâre et it' (tgg+),ttre lif^inaex effrciency N

component can be further d"ro*pos"d into à technical and a scale efficiency change

component. we extend this work by allowing an additional component: the environmental I

efhciency change, which measures tire impact of a reduction in the environmental regulation, P

applied tô ttre farm on the efficiency component of the productivity index'

Results
The cumulative change of ML indexes and its components for the whole data set is depicted

in Figure 1 while thJ cumulative change of efficiencY component and its decomposition is

shown in Figure 2. The results indicate t-hut ou"t the 1996 to 2001 time period, there has been

a productivity growth of approximately 9.3 Yo per,year, which was mgstly attributed to

technical change (8..9 o/o),i.e., shifts in ttre technological frontier. Changes in effrciency had a

framework of the Malmquist-Luenberger (ML) productivitY

ML index credits Producers for simultaneously, increasing good

of bad outputs. The hYPothesis of weak disposabilitY on the

duced to capture the fact that costs are incurred or increased when
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smaller effect (1.3 %)on ML productivity growth. However, ML producltYit{ changes and its

components vary significantly from year to-year' Thge y1s shutp growth in ML productivity

of near rg oÂ in2000, moderate growth of i.+ ana 6.2 % in lggg lnd rgg7 , respectively, and

declines of 2 and. i i/o irr2001 and 1998, respectively' From Figure f it^follows that the

results of such variation is attributeJ ,o uoirr technical change and efficiency change

contributions to productivity growth.Both factors exhibited vohtG changes while moving in

the same direction in all other years. The absence of an apparent trend in the ML productivity

index might U" 
"*piuin.d 

by the fact that farms in the sample produce different output mixes

using different *p,rir u, *.i1as facing dissimilar agro-climatic conditions'

In terms of eff,iciency change, Ar* *ou.ments îowards and away from the technological

frontier were attributea to tàhnicat and scale efficiency changes' ihung"t in environmental

efficiency did not exceed 1'5 % per year'

Discussion
Results indicated that productivitY has not suffered from the imP lementation of the

environmental regu lation. Technical Pro gress was found to be a major factor for ProductivitY

improvement's contribution played a minor, but Positive role. The
growth. EfficiencY have potentials
decomPosit ion of efficiencY change suggests two comments. First, there still

for improvement of productivitY by reducing technical and by caPturing

economies of scale in farm production processes. Second, the imp of

environmental regulation has been an oPPortunitY to develoP new pro ductionPro cesses that

both reduce emissions and increase production.

Fig. 1: Cumulative change of IzIL Indexes Fig 2: Cumulative change of fficiencY
com7onents and its decomPosition

|""HHJ";; structural change in the pig sector, this study sug-gests that there still have

possibility of change in farm-size since thJre subsists 
".orroroi.. 

of scale that can be captured'

The effect of environmental regulation on produ911v1ty g,:owth has resulted in an increase in

technicar progress ao* rgqo tJ zoo0, *niJr, rrigttrighisîhe producrivity benefits of a cleaner

environment support by innovation (Jaffe et al'' 1995)'
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